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An excellent crag which forms the precipitous east face of Dow Crag summit, four kilometres west of
Coniston village.

Dow Crag has a special atmosphere, with its extensive scree slopes sweeping down to the steely blue
depths of Goat's Water, backed by enchanting views of the lowlands and estuaries to the south.

The crag provides a rich variety of first class climbing throughout the grading spectrum, from the early
classic gullies to the desperate test pieces of recent years. The rock is generally very sound, especially
on the more frequented routes, but the occasional loose flake could be encountered anywhere,
particularly on the more eroded ledges.

The crag is composed of high quality rhyolite which gives good friction when dry, but can resemble
verglas in the wet, particularly on the more polished routes. Dow has the reputation of being a fast
drying crag, but some of the chimney and cracklines can take a while to dry out, and most of the north
facing walls suffer from the usual cladding of lichens.

A note must be made of the weather, because it invariably catches out the unwary, or those more used to
outcrop climbing. Dow is a sun-trap in the mornings, and it is advisable to make an early start to take
advantage of this. On most summer days cold winds sweep in from the sea, due to convecting air
currents and these often form clouds over the hills. Those climbers caught half-way up the high and
exposed parts of ‘A' Buttress dressed in shorts and T-shirts will definitely feel the cold. Other areas to
take extra clothing are in The Amphitheatre and around Central Chimney, where the temperature can
resemble the inside of a fridge, especially for the belayer. Just remember, if you're cold, it's your own
fault – you've been warned.
Approaches
The most popular approach is from Coniston, where a road leads up the hill opposite the petrol station
(signposted Walna Scar track) to an even steeper section. (This point can also be reached by taking the
narrow road by the bridge up past the Sun Hotel). Follow this, the steepest piece of straight road in the
Lakes, and the easier section beyond to a gate at 1½ kilometres, where the metalled road becomes a
track. The left branch can be followed for another ¾ kilometres leaving the main quarry track which
winds steeply up the hillside, to parking places about 200 metres past this junction. The track is in poor
condition and parking back at the gate is to be recommended.

The Walna Scar track contours the hillside westwards and it is followed, passing two rocky ‘gateways',
to a very large cairn which marks the junction with the Torver – Goat's Water track. Follow this
rightwards up the steep grassy bank and after 1½ kilometres the tarn is reached. The crag is reached by
following any one of a variety of paths up the extensive scree slope. The approach takes about 1 hour.

The traditional ‘long day' approach starts from the road junction just north of the Church House Inn at
Torver. This soon becomes a track and is followed for about 1½ kilometres to some old quarry
workings. A good footpath leads through these and directly up the hillside to the large cairn on the
Walna Scar track. Continue directly, to eventually reach Goat's Water in about 1½ hours.



A similar approach to the one from Torver starts from Little Arrow, a group of houses ½ kilometre
further along the road towards Coniston. This gives a quiet, scenic and most beautiful approach to the
crag, which joins the Torver track at the old quarry. This is strongly recommended as an alternative way
for those who regularly visit Dow.

The crag can also be reached from Long House in the Duddon Valley (239 969) by following the Walna
Scar track to the col, then going north up the ridge over Brown and Buck Pikes until South Rake can be
descended to the foot of the crag, 1¼ hours.

The fairly easy approach from Coniston makes Dow one of the few high mountain crags where evening
climbing is popular.

The crag has five main buttresses, ‘A', ‘B', ‘C', ‘D' and ‘E', separated by fine gullies and chimneys. Only
on ‘A' Buttress do the climbs continue to the top of the mountain. Climbs on the other buttresses usually
finish on a ‘half-way' ledge called Easy Terrace, which affords the most convenient means of descent;
see diagram on page 33.

Each buttress is described from left to right. The details for the descents are given under their respective
headings. The descriptions of the routes are also in order from left to right.



Easy Buttress
At the south end (left) of the crag there is a wide low-angled gully, known as Easy Gully, which forks
just above its foot and encloses in its two arms a broken buttress of rock and grass. This is Easy Buttress,
and there is very little climbing on it.

The left-hand fork is South Rake which provides the most convenient descent from the summit ridge.

A noticeable wide crack, half way up the buttress is Woodhouse's Crack (12m, D, 1904). A little more
worthwhile is Slingsby's Pinnacle. This is an obvious flat-topped little pillar, high up on the buttress on
the left of Easy Gully, from which it is easily reached. The rock is doubtful in parts. There are two
routes: South East Route (12m, M, 1887) which takes the broken arête, and North West Route (7m, VD,
1904) which follows a smooth slab, finishing over an overhang.

Blasphemy Crack 33m VS 1931
The obvious steep crackline on the compact little buttress on the left and just above the foot of Easy
Gully. A classic test of self control. Helmets frequently become jammed in the upper crack, and if they
are not worn, you invariably strike your head against the rock!

(4c). Follow the quartz ramp line from the bottom left into the crack and climb it directly to the
top, probably facing right for most of the way. Descend to the left.

A route called The Geek (35m, VS (4c), 1960) follows the crackline to the right. It is gained by a
diagonal line from half-way up Blasphemy Crack.

Easy Gully M
The deep gully on the left of ‘A' Buttress. A fairly popular loose scramble with a moderate rock pitch.
Not recommended as a descent route.



‘A' Buttress
“The mist wreathed, dome-shaped outline of this buttress lingers long in the memory” wrote G.S.Bower
in the 1922 guide.

Descents. Turn left (south) past the head of Easy Gully and continue along the ridge over a slight rise to
reach the top of South Rake after 150 metres. Descend this to the base of the buttress, the only problem
being loose scree. It is possible to descend Easy Gully, but this cannot be recommended due to loose
rock. A quicker descent is available for the more proficient climber from the conspicuous narrow neck at
the top of the buttress. Walk down left into a grassy bay, and descend the short gully that leads down
past two steps to reach the mid-point of Easy Gully, moving right across the slabs at its foot. The gully
branching down left (looking out) from the grassy bay is Abraham's Route. This can also be used for
descent, but again it is only recommended for better climbers.



Crock's Crawl 45m VD 1938
A pleasant sunny climb up on the south face, high on ‘A' Buttress overlooking Easy Gully. Start about
half way up Easy Gully at a small spur of rock on the right, about 30 metres above the jammed
chockstone.
1 15m. From the top of the spur move across the mossy slabs on the right and pull through a
steeper section. The slabs lead to a large grass ledge below the main wall.
2 12m. Climb a slanting groove up and right to an overhang, then move strenuously back left to
reach a square cave-like depression.
3 18m. Climb the crack in the left wall of the chimney rising out of the cave to a ledge which is
traversed to the right. Climb directly to the top of the buttress.

Lemontyde 42m HVS 1982
A pleasant open route up the centre of the slabs. The sun shines on this route longer than any other on
the crag – a point worth remembering on a chilly day! Start as for Crock's Crawl.
1 15m. Pitch 1 of Crock's Crawl.
2 27m (5a). Climb the right slanting groove, as for Crock's Crawl, and continue up to the
overhang. Pull directly over this and then climb the slabs to the top by way of a short groove.

Abraham's Route M 1903
Useless as a climb, but a possible means of descent. It follows the grassy groove in the right wall just
above the foot of Easy Gully. A cave pitch at 30 metres is the only difficulty. The original line of ascent
followed the diagonal flake system immediately above the first pitch of Gordon and Craig's Route
before rounding the buttress to reach the groove. It is possible to reach the route (above the cave pitch)
from the left-hand end of Gordon and Craig's Traverse.

* Trident Route 93m HS1920
A good route which provides three sections of enjoyable open climbing (three prongs) separated by
easier sections. Start at a vague hollow below an obvious small buttress, just where the rocks bend round
in to the foot of Easy Gully.
1 21m. From the hollow, traverse rightwards across the steep wall to an open groove, and move up
to a rock ledge.(Possible belay on a stainless steel peg!). Traverse back left on to the front of the buttress
and follow the right-hand crack above to a grass ledge and belays. Scramble left across an open gully
(Abraham's Route) and belay beneath the steep left wall.
2 13m. Climb easily leftwards up a slabby ramp to reach a good flake at 4 metres. Traverse
delicately right across the steep wall to reach a crackline. Climb this to a grass ledge.
3 36m. Follow the broken buttress above, inclining left at the top to reach a grassy bay at the head
of a small gully (the quick way down). Above lies the final steep section of the buttress.
4 23m. An obvious narrow grass ledge leads horizontally leftwards for 10 metres onto the exposed
edge of the buttress overlooking Easy Gully. Pull up and right to a rock ledge and climb the ragged
crack in the steep wall above, on good holds, to the top.

* Necklace Route 80m HS 1925
Fine wall climbing on the first pitch, and some interesting moves thereafter. Start about 10 metres right
of Trident Route, below a smooth wall with quartz patterns. High in the centre of the wall is a ragged
crack; start below this on a good flat ledge.
1 20m. Climb the awkward wall just right of the thin crack to reach some small grassy ledges.
Climb the continuation crack above on better holds to a good ledge.
2 13m. Ascend the steep crack behind onto the ridge. Up this easily to the next ledge system.
3 18m. Climb a shallow corner and move out rightwards for a couple of metres. Above is a sharp
nose which divides two grooves; climb the right-hand groove until a swing left can be made onto the top
of the pinnacle. Belay on the ledges above. Walk right to belays at the foot of the wide chimney, which
is at the start of Gordon and Craig's Traverse.



4 22m. Move along the traverse for 3 metres, before climbing up and back leftwards to a rock
ledge nestled below an overhanging wall. Swing out leftwards from this and follow the scoops and walls
above to belays.
Scrambling remains, but a last pitch has been recorded on the final steepening of ‘A' Buttress. This lies
over the rocky section above, which is best scaled by an easy groove on the left.
5 9m. Ascend the obvious shallow corner at the right-hand end of the wall. Quite thin!

*** Arête, Chimney and Crack 96m MS 1910
An excellent and justifiably popular route up ‘A' Buttress which combines all three elements of its name.
Start below the clean left-hand arête of ‘A' Buttress, which curves slightly rightwards towards its foot
and is marked by an edging of quartz.
1 27m. Climb the arête using the quartz edging to start until a good rock ledge is reached at 12
metres. The wall above is steeper and the holds smaller. Climb up and slightly right, then continue
directly up an exposed crack above to grass ledges.
2 21m. A broken grooveline can be seen running up and slightly right from here. Climb up passing
a couple of large flakes, then step right into the grooveline. Follow this, passing to the left of a
prominent pinnacle to belay on a well-worn ledge in a recess below the steeper rocks.
3 15m. Using the flake crack below the bulging rock, climb up and right until a short hand traverse
leads into an open chimney on the right. Climb straight up and over a bulging chockstone to belay on a
ledge immediately above.
4 10m. To the right is Gordon and Craig's Traverse, which is followed horizontally right across the
exposed narrow ledge into the centre of the buttress. A couple of metres before a tiny grass ledge is
reached an obvious crack rises steeply above. Belay below this.
5 24m. The crack is climbed for its full length to easy ground at the top of the buttress. The belays
are set well back. The start is the hardest section, but it maintains its interest throughout. (The left-hand
rib can be reached and followed after climbing the crack for 10 metres, but this variation is not
worthwhile.) Scramble up to the summit ridge to finish.

** Gordon and Craig's Route 101m MS 1909
A deservedly popular route which can justly claim to be the most exposed climb of its standard in
England. It can feel frightening in high winds and mist, with the rocks dropping away below ones feet.
Between the arête of Arête, Chimney and Crack and the large corner of The Balrog is an area of slabby
rocks, capped by overhangs about 20 metres above the ground. Scramble up an open stepped grassy
groove for 4 metres to a flat ledge at the base of a slabby scoop which runs down from the left.
1 22m. Climb the clean delicate scoop up leftwards to reach a little recess below a final steepening.
Either climb the steep crack above or move right to a flake line which leads back to a stance.
2 21m. Pitch 2 of Arête, Chimney and Crack.
3 15m. Pitch 3 of Arête, Chimney and Crack.
4 13m. To the right is Gordon and Craig's Traverse, which leads horizontally right across the
exposed face of the buttress. Follow this to a small grass ledge and belay below a ramp in the wall
above.
5 18m. (Crux).Climb onto the ramp and follow it round a corner on the right to a small niche.
Continue up to a ledge of dubious blocks, overlooking Great Gully. Climb the exposed and awkward
corner, pulling out left to a welcome landing on ledges.
6 12m. Move easily left for 6 metres, then back right up a slab to reach the narrow neck at the top
of the buttress. Scrambling remains to the summit ridge.

Variation Starts
1(a). The heathery crack, starting just right of Arête, Chimney and Crack leads directly to the recess.

1(b) Above the scoop is an obvious line of flakes running up left below steeper rock, to the belay. (This
is actually the original start to Abraham's Route.)



Southern Circuit 91m MVS 1945
A seldom climbed route, which winds an unsatisfactory line up the buttress to the left of The Balrog.
Begin on the large grass ledge above and left of The Balrog's groove, just above the belay on Gordon
and Craig's Route.
1 16m (4b). Climb the steep mossy groove on the left and then move out right to the Waiting
Room ledge, beneath the large overhang.
2 13m (4a). Traverse diagonally leftwards below the line of overhangs, then go round a bulge to
grassy ledges and block belay on Gordon and Craig's Route.
3 24m. Traverse right, trending slightly upwards over slabby rock and grass ledges above the
overhangs to a crack (The Balrog), which leads to a large ledge with an enormous block.
4 15m (4b). Step off the block, pulling leftwards over the overhang above onto a steep slab, just
right of the chimney. Move up the slab, and where it steepens traverse right into an exposed corner
which leads to the Gordon and Craig's Traverse.
5 23m. The fourth pitch of Necklace Route. Up the wall to an overhung ledge. Escape leftwards
round the corner and follow slabs and grooves to easier ground.

* The Balrog 51m E2 1965
The obvious long groove and crack system just left of the centre of the buttress. Protection is always
good, as many have discovered on the strenuous second pitch! Scramble up to the base of the right-
facing corner and belay on the left.
1 18m (5a). Climb the entertaining corner and exit left onto the Waiting Room ledge below the
overhangs.
2 21m (5c). The cracked overhanging wall above is climbed strenuously (don't dither about here!),
until the main grooveline above can be entered. This leads more easily to a grassy terrace with a large
block.
3 12m. Climb the easy chimney above to belay just above the chockstone, at the start of the
Gordon and Craig's Traverse. Walk left from here into the wide grassy gully of Abraham's Route. This
gives a quick descent into Easy Gully.

* Abracadabra 54m E5 1988
A bold climb with a magical pitch up the steep wall between The Balrog and Abraxas. Start as for The
Balrog.
1 18m (5a). Move up and left from the base of the corner, and climb the slim groove in the front of
the rib to belay on the ledge above. (The Waiting Room).
2 23m (6a). Fix a side runner in the cracked wall of The Balrog above the belay, because the
steepness of this pitch is no illusion! Step out right from the belay to reach a large detached block. This
is too insecure for a runner, but small wires can be fixed to its left. Above hangs a right-facing flake,
which leads up and right on precarious undercuts to reach a huge jug (Rock 9). Continue on better holds
to a thread below a small overlap. Pull over to a grass terrace and a large block belay.
3 13m (5b). Stand on top of the block and move right into a scoop. Continue directly, avoiding the
shallow groove on the right (Abraxas, pitch 3) to reach Gordon and Craig's Traverse. Either traverse off
left and descend the grassy gully of Abraham's Route or climb pitch 4 of Abraxas to the top.

*** Abraxas 85m E3 1975
An impressively steep route, taking the strenuous ragged crack between The Balrog and Isengard. It
takes a lot of scalps from those who attempt it! Begin at the foot of The Balrog.
1 18m (5c). Move right for 3 metres to a flake, then climb the steep wall above to a recess. Pull
over the bulge and gain the mossy slab above with difficulty. This leads leftwards to a stance below the
overhanging wall. A bold pitch with scant protection.
2 25m (5c). Follow the wall rightwards beneath the overhang, then pull into the groove above
which leads to a resting place on the right. Step back left and climb the crackline with difficulty, to reach



an undercut flake, where an exhilarating move right leads up into a groove above the steepest section.
Climb this to a roof, then traverse right to join Eliminate ‘A'.
3 12m (4c). Climb the steep groove just left of the block, then directly up the wall and pull over a
bulge into a short ‘V' groove. Go up this to the Gordon and Craig's Traverse.
4 30m (5b). Approach the steep shallow groove directly, just to the left of the hanging arête, and
climb it on small holds. Move left and follow the grooveline and easier walls to the top. Descend
leftwards down to Easy Gully. (See descent notes).

Variations
A harder direct alternative to pitch 1.
1a 16m (6b). From the foot of The Balrog, gain and climb the shallow scoop just right of the corner
to the belay.

Abacus Finish
An even steeper and more direct line up the wall.
2a 23m (6a). Follow pitch 2 to the undercut flake. Climb the crackline above directly through the
bulging rock to reach the belay ledge.

** Isengard 48m HVS 1962
A fine route in its own right, but when combined with Samba Pa Ti, it creates an excellent direct way up
‘A' Buttress. A technical but well protected route. Begin on a ledge a couple of metres left of Eliminate
‘A', below a short right facing corner crack.
1 9m (4b). Climb the crack and move up right to a stance.
2 39m (5b). Move across the slab on the left and follow the obvious diagonal line, passing an
awkward bulge, to a long horizontal ledge. Step right a couple of metres and climb the steep crack to the
overhang, which is breached at the weakness. Follow the slab to the large cave.

Originally Isengard followed Eliminate ‘A' (pitches 4, 5 and 6) to the top. For those who relish very
exposed situations, take the following:

** Samba Pa Ti 54m E2 1977
A very steep and strenuous route starting from the cave at the top of pitch 2 of Isengard.
1 30m (5b). Climb the right edge of the slab to the overhangs and boldly pull over the first bulge
on excellent holds. Move up the groove 2 metres and pull out rightwards onto the steep wall above.
Climb directly to the bulge and skirt it on the right, moving left to easier ground and belays on Gordon
and Craig's Traverse below a crack.
2 24m (4b). Climb the fault line, 9 metres right of the main crack. This leads to the narrow neck at
the top of the buttress.

*** Eliminate ‘A' 107m VS 1923
One of Britain's greatest routes. It follows a cunning line through the steeper sections of ‘A' Buttress.
The climbing is continually interesting and the atmosphere is superb. Start from a well worn grass ledge
at the lower right-hand edge of the buttress, about 6 metres up from the scree at the base of Great Gully.
(Some climbers like to start from the gully bed and climb to this ledge to add length to the route).
1 13m (4b). Traverse delicately rightwards, round the edge, onto a steep wall overlooking Great
Gully. Move into a short groove which leads to a grass ledge.
2 23m (4b). Climb into a shallow depression in the steep wall above. At around 6 metres an
awkward move right and a mantelshelf enables a little ledge to be reached. Follow the groove above and
exit delicately left onto a slab. The recess above is the Raven's Nest where a belay is possible. From here
either traverse right round the exposed corner and up a wide crack to a sloping ledge, or, more difficult,
climb the ‘V' groove above directly to the same ledge (4c).



3 15m (4c). The Rochers Perchés Pitch. From the left end of the ledge step onto the exposed wall
and move delicately up to the sloping shelf in the corner , where the perched blocks used to sit. (An old
peg still protects this move – hang your head in shame if you dare pull on it!). Step delicately down and
round the rib on the left (excellent thin thread), where an easy ledge runs across a sloping slab to a belay
in a large cave.
4 16m (4a). The impressive diagonal ‘crevasse' line is followed up and left beneath the roof, until
an exposed bulge at the far end leads to a recess. Belay on the large blocks above.
5 18m (4c). Move right from the block and step down to a slab. Traverse the slab rightwards,
beneath the overhang, until a bold and very exposed ascent leads into a groove. Up this to Gordon and
Craig's Traverse.
6 25m (4b). Above lies the wide upper crack of Arête, Chimney and Crack. Move 3 metres left of
this until below a steep shallow corner. Climb this and traverse right using a flake beneath a little
overhang to a rib just left of the wide crack. Pull leftwards over this overhang and follow a clean shallow
groove slightly leftwards to a grass terrace.

Either follow the terrace down left into Easy Gully (see descent notes) or scramble up to the summit
ridge.

Variation
5a 18m (4c). The original way. Just left of the block is a short, steep rib. Climb the right wall of the
rib to the horizontal break and move over onto easier ground. Climb rightwards to ledges beneath an
overhang and move round right and up to belay on Gordon and Craig's Traverse beneath the crack.

Silence 63m E2 1969
An impressive line through the overhangs above the lower section of Eliminate ‘A', but overall, this
route lacks real quality. Begin as for Isengard.
1 9m (4b). Climb the crack and move up right to a stance.
2 24m (5a). Follow the line diagonally leftwards as for Isengard until a break leads back
rightwards across the wall, enabling one to traverse under the large pinnacle and gain the Raven's Nest
on Eliminate ‘A'. The awkward groove above leads to a stance on the large platform below the Rochers
Perchés pitch of Eliminate ‘A'.
3 18m (5c). Move left, onto the sloping ledge in the corner (as for Eliminate ‘A'). Climb the
shallow groove above, pulling out of the left side of the capping roof to land on the top end of the large
slab running up from the cave on Eliminate ‘A'. Move up and right to gain an awkward gangway slab,
and follow the break rightwards round a steep bulge. (Rest ledge down on the right). Climb back left,
past the remains of an old peg, to good holds. Step left and climb to a stance.
4 12m. Climb up the groove to a large grassy bay near the top of pitch 4 of Sidewalk, and pitch 2
of North Wall, either of which may be used to finish the climb.

Brocklebank Variation 24m E3 1977
A harder variation on Silence. Begin from the Rochers Perchés pitch of Eliminate ‘A'.

(6a). Move across left into the groove and pull onto the slab above. Move rightwards between the
overhangs and pull with difficulty into the groove on the right. Follow this to the horizontal fault line
and move directly up the wall, as for Silence, to the stance.



** Side Walk 91m E2 1960
A magnificent expedition offering exposed climbing up the steep grooves and walls overlooking Great
Gully. Start just below the first chockstone of Great Gully.
1 16m (5b). Climb the crack on the left of the boulder to the top of the pillar. Make an intimidating
traverse left on small holds to a small ledge, where a hard move up the wall leads to a grass ledge below
a large corner.
2 9m (5a). The sustained corner is climbed to the large sloping ledge on Eliminate ‘A' below the
Rochers Perchés pitch.
3 12m (5b). Traverse right on to a slab, beneath an impressive steep wall overlooking the gully.
Climb a small overhang into a corner containing a thin crack. Climb to another overhang, pulling out
rightwards to a large ledge.
4 27m (4b). The rock requires care. Climb above the belay to some perched blocks, slightly to the
right (junction with North Wall). Go above these, trending first left, then right until a large triangular
grass ledge is reached. Climb up to the right for 3 metres to some blocks.
5 27m (5a). Climb to the right to beneath a large bulging groove. The groove is climbed direct to
an overhang at 12 metres, passing a large insecure flake. The overhang is turned on the left by climbing
an awkward crack past some doubtful blocks to the top.

North Wall 77m VS 1940
An intimidating and rather serious route which creeps across the steep dank wall left of Great Gully.
Doubtful rock in places makes this an understandably unpopular climb, except for those who relish such
adventurous undertakings. The route starts just above the second pitch of Great Gully, which takes the
form of a jammed boulder in a chimney.
1 20m (4b). Traverse diagonally to the left to reach a small ledge in a corner. Climb up, first right,
and then left across a slabby gangway to an overhung grass ledge, with a doubtful block on the left. Poor
belays – its best to continue.
2 21m (4b). From the left end of the ledge, climb into a shallow cave. Traverse right and then
climb direct to a large grass ledge in a corner filled with huge blocks.
3 13m. Traverse left round a corner to the edge of the buttress. Climb the edge to a recess below
the last pitch of Gordon and Craig's Route.
4 23m. Move up right to a large ledge composed of doubtful blocks and climb the crack in the
corner (as for Gordon and Craig's Route). Continue up the crack in the steep wall above to the top.

Variation
Better and harder than the normal way.
3a 9m. Climb the corner above the grass ledge for a couple of metres and step delicately left on to a
slabby wall. Move up to the left edge, and then more easily to the recess below the last pitch.

Great Gully 120m VD 1888
The impressive rift between ‘A' and ‘B' Buttresses. Although it is over 120 metres in length, there is less
than 45 metres of actual climbing, scattered over a series of short pitches. The first pitch is the most
problematic and is climbed by a crack to the left of the overhanging boulder. The crack on the right can
also be climbed (HS). A series of short pitches, broken by scree scrambles, leads to the final wall, which
is climbed by moving rightwards to grassy ledges.
Great Gully is a much better prospect in good winter conditions.



‘B' Buttress (Upper Section)

This is the dome-shaped section of the crag lying to the right of Great Gully and above the slanting
descent rake of Easy Terrace. The most strikingly obvious line is that of Giant's Crawl, a large diagonal
slab cutting across the buttress from the foot of Great Gully. The upper section of Giant's Crawl, which
follows a grassy terrace back left above the main mass of the buttress to a point overlooking Great
Gully, is the descent route for most of the climbs here.



* Broadrick's Route 72m HS 1899
A bold and impressive route for its vintage, weaving a rather circuitous path up the rounded buttress
above the toe of Giant's Crawl. The climbing itself is pleasantly exposed and delicate in places. It
certainly deserves greater popularity. Start a short way up Great Gully, about 5 metres below the first
chockstone, where a steep wall bars entry on to Giant's Crawl.
1 21m. Climb rightwards up the wall to gain the slab, then move diagonally leftwards to the foot of
an obvious shallow groove with a crack in the back. Climb this to a small stance.
2 12m. Traverse rightwards round an awkward bulge on to a slabby gangway. Follow this until a
large mossy corner further right, is within reach. Make a delicate step back left into a shallow scoop and
continue up and left to small ledges which are directly above the start of the pitch.
3 24m. Follow the ledge system down leftwards, overlooking Great Gully, until a rock step at the
far end leads to easier ground. Climb diagonally rightwards round an edge and across a corner to reach a
stance on the left of a detached flake.
4 15m. The groove above is climbed to a grass ledge with a block on the right. The wall to the left,
or the crack to the right of the block is followed until a short traverse right leads to a good ledge on
Giants's Crawl (Top of pitch 5). Either follow this to the top of the crag or descend diagonally right to
Easy Terrace. The descent of the initial chimney is the only problem.

* Broadrick's Direct 64m MVS 1980
More satisfying than the normal route. Generally follows the groovelines directly.
1 21m. Pitch 1 of Broadrick's Route.
2 10m (4a). Climb the groove directly above to a ledge below a bulge, at the top of pitch 2 of
Broadrick's Route.
3 12m (4a). Pull up the right-hand groove, cross into the left-hand groove and follow this steeply to
block and flake belays.
4 21m. Move diagonally right over easy ground. A final wall leads to the stance at the top of pitch
5 of Giant's Crawl.

*** Giant's Crawl 115m D 1909
An excellent route for its grade and inescapable . It follows the wide slabby gangway running diagonally
rightwards from the foot of Great Gully. The old flake belays are inadequate, which has resulted in some
serious accidents in the past, but good nut belays can be found. A desperate route in poor conditions!
Start at the foot of Great Gully, where easy rocks run up to the slab.
1 18m. Climb the easy slabs and move left to a sloping ledge at the foot of a crack.
2 15m. Climb the crack, passing a final quartz section to a good ledge. The quartzy slabs to the
right give a bolder variation at VD.
3 14m. Traverse the ledge and easy ground diagonally rightwards to a stance on the edge. Nut
belays.
4 20m. A short wall leads to a ledge at the ‘narrows'. Continue up slabs to a ledge beneath a good
crack (possible belay). Climb this to easy ground. Easy Terrace is gained from here by scrambling down
to the right – an option taken by those who do not wish to continue to the summit ridge.
5 18m. Follow a well marked grassy terrace leftwards to an awkward corner crack. This leads to a
large ledge on the edge of the buttress overlooking Great Gully.
6 12m. Round to the left is a groove. Climb the crack up this and exit on the right.
7 18m. Easier climbing leads to a scrambling finish to the summit.



* Misty Mountain Hop 60m E3 1977
A fine steep climb with a difficult second pitch. Start 6 metres left of Nimrod at a large spike below a
wrinkled rib.
1 30m (5c). Climb the rib for 5 metres, then step right and ascend to large detached block below an
overhang. Traverse right until below a green shallow groove. Follow this with interest to reach Giant's
Crawl.
2 30m (6a). Behind the belay and to the left of pitch 3 of Nimrod is a steep groove. Pull over the
overlap guarding this and move up to a spike below a bulge. A difficult move over this, usually
involving an intimidating foot jam, leads to a niche. Move right around the overhang above to join the
easy finish of Nimrod.

*** Nimrod 84m E1 1962
A brilliant route which gets progressively harder. Start about 12 metres right of the foot of Giant's
Crawl, on a large grass ledge. This is at the foot of cracked blocky ramp which runs parallel to, but 8
metres higher than Easy Terrace.
1 30m (5a). Climb the wall to flakes below a shallow groove. Enter this and pull over the left-hand
side of a small overhang to a flake. Traverse right, at first horizontally, then diagonally up to small
ledges beneath a bulging wall. Climb down these ledges to a large grassy terrace for a comfortable
belay. (This terrace is at the top of the ramp from where the pitch started).
2 15m (5b). Move back up to the ledges and climb the steep wall on the right until an awkward
traverse left leads into the main groove. Move up to a small spike, and exit left on large finishing holds.
Belay on Giant's Crawl. (Alternatively, but harder, the original way climbed the groove directly.)
2 26m (5c). Behind the belay is an open, left-facing corner. Climb up to a small ledge below this
and move up to a thin light-coloured crack in the left wall. Traverse delicately left across the steep wall
to reach a prominent small blocky ledge on the arête. Turn the bulge above on the right to reach easier
ground and a grass ledge.
4 13m. A short wall above leads rightwards to a large ledge at the top of pitch 5 of Giant's Crawl.
Descend rightwards to reach Easy Terrace.

Four Sticks 60m E3 1977
Although this route lacks independence, it does string together some fine climbing to make an enjoyable
route. Start just below the terrace, 6 metres left of Holocaust, on the blocky ramp which runs up from the
foot of Nimrod. The first pitch cuts through the traverse on pitch 1 of Nimrod.
1 24m (5c). Step off the block on the ledge and climb the wall for a couple of metres, until it is
possible to traverse left round a slight corner to below a shallow groove. (This is 3 metres right of the
groove on Misty Mountain Hop). The groove leads strenuously past a good hold until a committing
move enables Giant's Crawl to be reached.
2 24m (5b). Cross Giant's Crawl and follow pitch 3 of Nimrod to the light-coloured crack in the
open corner. From here a delicately agile move right onto a gangway system leads up to a slabby arête.
This is followed to a grassy recessed belay on Holocaust.
3 12m (5b). Step up right and surmount the overhang to enter a groove. Follow broken cracks out
right to finish on a grass terrace. (pitch 3 of Catacomb). Descend down to the right to Easy Terrace.

** Genocide 55m E4 1988
A superb technical and energetic variation to the first pitch of Holocaust.
1 25m (6b). Climb Holocaust to the down-pointing fang. Follow the thin seam up leftwards (small
wires), to good pockets by a peg. A hard move past the small flake above leads to a jug and a belay on
Giant's Crawl.
2 30m (5b). Climb Giant's Crawl for 10 metres, to where pitch 2 of Catacomb traverses the wall on
the left. From here, climb the wall above to gain a shallow groove out right. This leads past a large block
to the descent route.



*** Holocaust 72m E4 1971
A great climb, requiring confidence and impetus on the crux – the most fallen from piece of rock on the
crag. Start below the centre of the steep wall, by an embedded flake on the grass ledge (Hyacinth
Terrace), just to the right of Nimrod's second pitch. This ledge is easily reached by scrambling across
from half-way up Easy Terrace.
1 36m (6a). Climb the shallow groove above the belay to good runners by a down-pointing fang.
Pull up to a thin diagonal crack on the right (micro-friend), before leaping boldly right across the leaning
wall to excellent side holds, which lead up into a shallow depression above. Follow a steep slab
diagonally right (poorly protected), to a runner below steeper rock. Traverse delicately left to reach
Giant's Crawl.
2 21m (5b). Above is a smooth overhanging wall. Follow the groove on the right of this, until a
swing left around a rib, leads to a quartz-riddled slabby gangway. Climb this to a recessed grass ledge.
3 15m (5b). From the left end of the ledge climb a steep wide crack direct to a good ledge.
Descend right down this to Easy Terrace.

*** Tumble 36m E4 1975
One of the best single pitch wall climbs in the Lakes, providing sustained, rather than technically
exacting climbing. Climbs the slim groove in the steep wall right of Holocaust. Start directly below the
groove.

(6a). Step up left to a slight bulge, then traverse rightwards and enter the groove. Climb to the
top of the groove to a short crack in a small overhang. Traverse left, round the nose, and climb directly
up past the left end of the overhang to reach the traverse line of Catacomb. Climb directly over the
capping roof at its narrowest point and continue to Giant's Crawl.

** Pandora's Box 37m E5 1990
A brilliant route up the shallow groove 2 metres right of Tumble. The start has little protection apart
from 3 pegs in the first 10 metres. Start below the groove, at a thin flake pressed against the face, just
left of Catacomb.

(6b). Clip a low peg on the left and then from a standing position on the flake, bold climbing
leads to a jug at the bottom of the groove. Continue up this past 2 pegs until a step left (feet level with
top peg) can be made into Tumble, at the top of the groove of that route. Move up and traverse right
below the bulges to reach a sloping niche. Pull back left immediately and mantelshelf on to a fine rock
ledge, just below the line of large overhangs capping Catacomb. With protection from a Friend 3 on the
left, layback round the large roof flake to reach a good hold in the headwall and then climb through the
final bulges to reach Giant's Crawl.

*** Catacomb 60m E1 1972
An extremely enjoyable and varied outing which traverses below the line of overhangs capping the
Holocaust wall. Start at the right-hand end of Hyacinth Terrace, at the foot of a mossy slab, below a
wide steep crack. (Easily reached from half-way up Easy Terrace).
1 36m (5a). Climb the short slab and wide crack until a committing move left on flakes leads to the
obvious rising traverse line below the overhangs. Follow this all the way to Giant's Crawl. Belay up on
the right.
2 12m (5a). The obvious left-slanting line in the steep wall behind Giant's Crawl is followed
strenuously to reach the right-hand side of a grass ledge. An easier , but poorer alternative, is to climb
further up Giant's Crawl and then follow a horizontal traverse left to reach the ledge.
3 12m (5b). Step up right and surmount the overhang with difficulty, to enter a groove. Follow
broken cracks out right to reach a grass terrace. Descend down this to reach Easy Terrace.



Security Risk 30m E4 1982
A visually deceptive route involving bold and insecure climbing. Start as for Catacomb.

(6a). Climb a shallow square runnel in the wall to the right of the crack. (Lacks protection but not
impact!). From the grassy break step left and climb the steep crack continuing above the initial crack of
Catacomb to a natural thread. Swing left immediately across the steep wall and climb direct to the final
bulges. Pull through these to finish.

* Another Fine Mess 42m E4 1990
A rising traverse of the steep Holocaust wall. It lacks independence or original climbing, but it does link
together some of the best sections of existing routes. Start up Holocaust, but the first pitch of Nimrod
could be included to extend the route.

(6a). Climb Holocaust past the crux and continue rightwards up the steep slab to a runner. Step
down and right, reversing the traverse of Tumble, to a resting place at the top of the groove on that
route. The bold traverse of Pandora's Box leads rightwards to a sloping niche. Mantelshelf onto a ledge
on the left to reach the traverse of Catacomb. Layback through the roof (Friend 3 on the left), using the
largest flake. Traverse right again to meet Security Risk and then pull through the final bulges of that
route (rope drag permitting!) to finish.

Hyacinth Route 38m HS 1939
A route of no consequence, which sneaks off round the right-hand end of the buttress. Start as for
Catacomb.
1 14m. Climb the thrutchy crack to reach grassy ledges on the right. Follow these rightwards to the
foot of a corner. Climb this to ledges overlooking Easy Terrace. Move left and up with difficulty to
reach a block belay.
2 10m. Climb diagonally rightwards across the steep slab to a ledge, then up easily to reach a grass
terrace (the descent route).
3 14m. The wall above is climbed from a corner, moving left round projecting rocks. Then move
to the right around a bulge and straight up to a belay.


